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No more bad data
The UK housing sector wants to use data to drive insights and
facilitate business transformation.
The problem is the sector suffers from bad data.
Data problems

And bad data means bad insights, which is bad for service

Some examples of bad

improvement, and bad for business.

data we’ve encountered
at housing associations
include tenants who are

The answer is data standards for the whole sector – and we’ve
started developing them.

118 years old, occupants

In January 2018, HACT launched version 1.0 of the UK Housing

listed as children with dates

Data Standard, created in partnership with 17 leading housing

of birth before their parents,

associations. It focuses on core customer data, and the voids and

and repairs completed on

allocations process.

properties for which the
housing association had
no repair responsibility.

We’ve shown that these data standards can be developed.
Now we need to go further, and develop sector-wide data
standards that meet all your business needs.
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Data standards work
Standardised data will help you improve data-driven business decisions
and processes. Here’s how:
s &AST EFFECTIVE DECISIONS: bring together data quickly and easily
A sector-wide standard will
mean you can:
s SHARE AND AMALGAMATE
data with other providers;
s HAVE MORE EFFECTIVE
bench-marking;
s MIGRATE DATA MORE EASILY
when merging;
s BE LESS DEPENDENT ON

across multiple systems to drive more effective business decisions
s "ETTER BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE: using data to predict, and pre-empt,
downstream issues before they become business critical
s 2EDUCE COSTS around service sharing, stock rationalisation, merger
and business integration
s 'REATER AGILITY: choose and use the technology your business needs
s 3HARE DATA: share data more effectively with other public services

the big IT providers;

s !NALYSE: generate better and more bespoke comparative

s DEVELOP SYSTEMS IN HOUSE

performance and cost insights

using open data.

s %MBRACE NEW TECHNOLOGIES: open the door to faster adoption of
connected home technologies, automation and AI.
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Version 1.0
Version 1.0 of the HACT UK Housing Data Standard is available now,
for free, for affordable housing providers and their partners.
It covers the voids and allocations process, and core customer data.
It serves as proof of concept and demonstrates that developing a
full data standard for housing is achievable, despite the variety of
providers involved in the project, and how they run their businesses.
HACT and OSCRE are supporting the adoption and implementation
by housing providers of Version 1.0.
We offer training, tools and technical expertise where required.
In doing this we are gaining insight into the application of the
standard and feeding this into the ongoing governance and
revisions. We are also assisting individual organisations with their
digital transformation.
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Our partners
Funders and co-creators

Early adopters

Version 1.0 was funded and
co-created with 17 leading
housing associations.

Ten others have signed
up as early adopters
and supporters.

Two contractors are also
working with us, recognising
the potential the standard

Contractors

has for UK housing.
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Developing the standard
Version 1.0 covers a relatively small part of housing’s business data.
Our aim is to develop a full UK Housing Data Standard before the
end of 2020, which defines and documents all data utilised by the
housing sector and its supply chain.
Version 1.0 drew upon existing standards developed by OSCRE and
others, and defined new entities and attributes.
Future versions will continue to do this, adding social housing specific
data requirements to existing standards and being part of the worldwide creation of standards.
We have identified and scoped out the business case for five
proposed areas of data that can be standardised (see pages 10-14).
These are not exhaustive and we welcome feedback on other areas
of development that you would value and welcome.
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Your investment , now
The development of the UK Housing Data Standard needs to be
owned and led the sector.
It will be challenging, and will take investment and commitment
This is an opportunity for
pioneering organisations
to be at the forefront of
business improvement.

Data standards won’t

from key staff who understand the business and its data.
We know it’s achievable.
We know the standard will move the sector towards its longer-term
vision of business intelligence and housing services underpinned
by robust data.

just benefit individual

We are seeking investment of £500,000 from 50 housing sector-

organisations – they will

based supporters.

help the sector work more
effectively and be able to
demonstrate its impact with
robust evidence.
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Your future, proofed
Your investment will future proof your data and ensure you’re
prepared to benefit from the future of automation.
Your investment will fund the development of a full set of data
The success of the UK
housing data standards

standards, and establish the governance needed for its longerterm sustainability.

will be measured through

Our aim is to build a partnership with no more than 50 investors,

the change it enables

each engaged in different areas of standards creation.

HACT to deliver in
partnership with the
affordable housing sector,
changing the way services
are delivered.

Your confirmed investment will be sought before the end of
May 2018, to ensure that finances are secure and in place ahead
of a June 2018 launch.
We are also actively inviting expressions of interest from those
interested in contributing to the leadership and governance of the
data standards, through joining a Standards Board.
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What to do next
Contact:
Andrew van Doorn
HACT is UK housing’s ideas
and innovation agency.
We have worked closely

Chief Executive of HACT
Phone: 07720 774335
Email: andrew.vandoorn@hact.org.uk

with the affordable housing
sector for almost 60 years,

Gavin Cansfield

testing and promoting

Chair of HACT

innovative thinking, practice
and products to deliver
social change.
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Proposed areas of development

Repairs
Business case

Standardising the data collected around repairs and the exchange of data
between housing provider and contractor could have numerous benefits and
Asset management is a large part

help drive efficiency. It could generate improvements to some of the following

of the housing sector business and

performance indicators;

has several component processes

s

!VERAGE COST OF REPAIR

making it a large undertaking for

s

0ERCENTAGE OF REPAIRS CATEGORISED AS EMERGENCY URGENT OR ROUTINE

standardisation. We would develop

s

!VERAGE TIME TO COMPLETE A REPAIR

a data standard for one aspect of

s

0ERCENTAGE OF MISSED APPOINTMENTS

the repairs process, which would

s

.UMBER OF COMPLAINTS RELATING TO REPAIR PROCESS

be determined by the project

s

2ECOVERY OF RECHARGEABLE REPAIR COSTS

group during an initial scoping

s

0ERCENTAGE OF JOBS lXED lRST TIME

session. It should reflect the area

s

#USTOMER SATISFACTION

of greatest pain for repair delivery

Alongside improvements in the performance indicators, standardising the data

and where standardisation would

exchanged with contractors could improve the quality of the data collected

produce the greatest benefits.

on assets and the repairs undertaken, leading to greater analytics, efficiency
savings and easier comparison of contractor performance for future tenders.
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Proposed areas of development

Care and support
Business case
Depending on the area of focus, a data standard for an element of care
and support could generate improvements to the some of the following
Delivering support services is a

performance indicators, although not limited to the list below;

complex and variable process

s

%VIDENCING QUALITY AND CONTRACT COMPLIANCE

depending on the level of

s

$ELIVERING AND DEMONSTRATING OUTCOMES

support and type of client group

s

6OID TURNAROUND TIME

being supported. HACT are

s

.UMBER OF COMPLAINTS

proposing to develop a data

s

2ESIDENT SATISFACTION WITH SERVICES

standard for care and support,

s

.UMBER OF RESIDENTS MOVING ON FROM SUPPORTED HOUSING SETTINGS

focussing on an area where

s

)NDEPENDENT LIVING AND WELLBEING MEASURES

data quality and exchange is

In general, better data on supported tenants should enable more efficient

important and where the greatest

service delivery which meets the needs of the residents. Support contracts are

benefit would be realised by

extremely competitive and the demonstration of cost savings and positive

having a standard in place.

outcomes for tenants are key factors for winning bids.
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Proposed areas of development

Complaints
Business case

Standardising the complaints process could enable the delivery of a more
customer-centric process, with reduced wait times and resource requirements,
We will create a data standard

BOTH ON THE FRONT LINE AND IN SUPPORTING TEAMS 0ERFORMANCE INDICATORS WHICH

for the complaints process in

could be improved from standardisation include but not limited to;

terms of the customer data

s

!VERAGE HANDLING TIME OF COMPLAINTS

and complaint information

s

0ERCENTAGE OF COMPLAINTS RESPONDED TO ON TIME

required to handle the complaint

s

!MOUNT OF COMPENSATION PAID

effectively and efficiently. This

s

.UMBER OF COMPLAINTS AT EACH STAGE

could include standardisation

s

.UMBER OF COMPLAINTS PER  HOMES

of the data exchanged during

s

4HE NUMBER OF /MBUDSMAN REFERRALS

the complaints process, both

s

#OST PER COMPLAINT

internally and to external bodies,

s

#USTOMER SATISFACTION FOR COMPLAINTS PROCESS

such as the Ombudsman or

!LONGSIDE THE ABOVE +0)S GOOD DATA ON COMPLAINTS COULD ALLOW FOR GREATER

3rd party delivery partners and

understanding on the root causes and nature of service delivery failures,

contractors.

which in turn could be used for business insight and service transformation
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Proposed areas of development

Development handovers
Business case
Standardising the handover process could result in improved asset
knowledge, based on well founded, accurate data. This has implications for
Data captured when a new

the whole business downstream, including planned versus reactive repairs,

property is built is vital for efficient

REPAIR LIABILITY AND EASE OF STOCK TRANSFER 0ERFORMANCE INDICATORS WHICH COULD

asset management. This is the

be improved from standardisation include but not limited to;

start of the property life cycle

s

(ANDLING TIME OF DEFECTS

and is often the initial source of

s

$EFECTS HANDLING SATISFACTION

errors or missing data, required

s

0LANNED MAINTENANCE SPEND AGAINST BUDGET

later in asset management. HACT

s

.UMBER OF REACTIVE REPAIRS

propose the development of a

s

6OID TURNAROUND TIME

data standard for the handover

s

0ROPORTION OF PLANNED MAINTENANCE COMPLETED AGAINST SCHEDULE

of new units from development

s

3ERVICE CHARGE RECOVERY

to asset management, detailing

s

.UMBER OF SERVICE CHARGE QUERIES RECEIVED

the asset information required for

In addition, a standardised approach to development handovers would

ongoing maintenance and latent

promote improved working between departments and enable predictive

defects of new build properties.

analytics that combine full asset data with reactive repairs data to improve
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Proposed areas of development

Income collection
Business case
Income collection is a prominent pain point for the sector and key driver of
EFlCIENCY SAVINGS AND BOTTOM LINE lNANCIALS 0ERFORMANCE INDICATORS THAT
Income collection is a core

could improve because of a standardised income collection data include but

business function within housing

are not limited to;

associations and can be a

s

#URRENT TENANT ARREARS

resource intensive activity. HACT

s

&ORMER TENANT ARREARS

proposes to standardise the data

s

.UMBER OF EVICTIONS

utilised for the collection of rent

s

(OUSING MANAGEMENT COST PER UNIT

and service charge. This could

s

"AD DEBT PROVISION AND WRITE OFF

include data required to set rents

s

0ERCENTAGE OF RENT COLLECTED

and service charges as well as

s

0ERCENTAGE OF RENT LOSS AS PROPORTION OF INCOME

the data exchanged between

s

.UMBER OF SERVICE CHARGE QUERIES

teams or external organisations

s

3ERVICE CHARGE RECOVERY RATE

for debt recovery

!LONGSIDE THE ABOVE +0)S STANDARDISATION OF DATA WITHIN THE INCOME COLLECTION
process could allow for improved analytics to profile tenants who may be at
risk of tenancy failure, identifying them before they are in a state of crisis.
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